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Introduction:

WHITE PAPER
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At the current time when the population is growing so fast that
even the world supply chain is getting disturbed, the food
crisis is getting worse day by day. To some extent food
management, food wastage and transport issues are also
responsible for it, but the main problem is food production in
native areas. In the case of Nigeria and other African
Countries, food production is the biggest problem but with the
Farm2Earn ecosystem, this problem will get resolved.

In Our ecosystem, investors will invest in our digital token
where all these digital assets will be backed by physical
assets and farming setups which will be reshaping the land
and solving the food scarcity problem. Physical back-end
sources will not only act as a validation of all digital assets but
will also be proof that Farm2Earn is doing its best to retain the
value for investors and solve the world food production
problem.

Each penny invested in our system back the farms, food
production setups, supply chains, and employment in native
regions. In return, the profit that will be generated in this
system will come back into the system elevating the financial
value of the digital assets of the holders and owners. It will be
a win-and-win situation for everyone.

World Food
production went
up 54 percent
between 2000
and 2019, to
883 million
tonnes, which
represents an
increase of 311
million tonnes.

We believe in solutions, and with our system, global food hunger will issue be taken to
new dimensions. Decentralize asset creation to solve food problems with a profit mark-
up system. World Food production went up 54 percent between 2000 and 2019, to 883
million tonnes, which represents an increase of 311 million tonnes. With proper modern
research methods, advanced machinery and experts this figure can be elevated to
another level. With our system manpower, land, investment, and opportunity all will be
available at one site. 
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Farm2earn is a real World Food Supply Project - which allows every investor
worldwide to participate in a simple and secure way in the food supply of mankind.
What was previously only possible for well-connected entrepreneurs becomes
accessible to everyone here.

Farm2Earn is a community-driven ecosystem that takes crypto staking to next level.
Farm2Earn is also a polygon-based decentralized platform to offer staking to earn
rewards in USDT. Farm2Earn will launch its native token SEEDX, which will be utilized
in the our ecosystem. 

Each SEEDX token is backed by the allready running real-world company, the
investment by our users will be used to take proactive measures for making real world
profit with producing food. Imagine being able to easily buy shares in a real-world food
supply project. Store these shares safely in your wallet and earn superior returns for
years to come. Without having to speculate on rising prices.

Staking will allow users to earn yield in a form of USDT. We are revolutionizing the
market with a more open, accessible, and fair global financial system with a
decentralized POLYGON-powered crypto ecosystem. Unlike, other conventional
platforms, our wallet allows to stake token to  generate more value to user's crypto-
assets. Smart contracts guarantee you as an investor that your returns will be
accurately calculated, secured, and paid out, and if needed, you can easily resell the
acquired and deposited tokens to another investor. 

Connect wallet, buy tokens, deposit (stake), and start earning strong returns from day
one. This process is backed by real cultivation and real returns, government-
guaranteed offtakes, and a multi-million dollar real world company. 

This is not about an IT idea, which can also turn out to be a failure. This is a company
that combines real values, experiences, cooperation, and acceptance guarantees and
generates real profit for its investors.

Introduction:
WHITE PAPER

 
 

Blockchain
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Staking Farm 2 Earn



Our Vision WHITE PAPER

We envision a world with less problems like hunger, food production and food scarcity, for
this we aim to create a crypto ecosystem, and wealth-building strategies that were
previously only available to the wealthy now become available to everyone, restoring
people's control over their finances, while being a part of global ambition.

The Farm2Earn network will create an lucrative staking system to attract more people to
digital assets while maintaining their privacy, security, authority, and autonomy. We
envision that the Farm2Earn would establish an ecosystem based on proper monetary
rules and a stable decentralised foundation.

The Nigerian food sector is increasingly becoming the focus of investors and suppliers in
view of a market that now has a population of around 200 million, with annual growth of
more than 4 million. German companies are also showing sustained interest, have local
branches, supply mainly machinery and intermediate raw materials, and are active in the
training sector. These include KHS Machines, BASF, Bayer, Big Dutchman, Beiersdorf, and
Krones.

In pursuing its economic diversification agenda, the government is increasingly focusing on
promoting agricultural development. With the support of the World Bank and the African
Development Bank, and with the involvement of the private sector, a large number of
support programs have been launched, which, in addition to increasing the productivity of
small and medium-sized farmers, are primarily aimed at increasing local value creation.
For some years now, Nigeria has been seeking not only to move away from mass food
imports, but also to break away from its high dependence on the oil and gas sector, thereby
making the economy more resilient at the same time. Every year, food is imported at a cost
of several billion U.S. dollars.

In order to make itself independent, the Nigerian state has issued purchase guarantees
worth billions. They want the wheat in this case to secure the food supply of their own
country.
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some key facts to Africa

WHITE PAPER

Africa produces around 30.000.000 metric tonnes of wheat per year.
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some key facts to Africa

WHITE PAPER

But the demand is about  53.000.000 metric tons. So they have to import a big
part of there wheat from other countrys.
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Global Food Insecurity

WHITE PAPER

As of June 7, 2022, about 93 percent of the population of Afghanistan experienced
and suffered from insufficient food consumption. It is directly followed by Somalia
where the prevelance of insufficient food consumption was 92 percent. The 12
countries shown here accounted for about 20 percent of the total number of people
with inufficient food consumption.
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1-Food supply for humanity - Wheat, Corn and Maniok (Cassava) is
one of the basic foodstuffs. It is needed for animal feed and as a
basic ingredient for other food products.

Due to our project food supply will be increased. It will reduce food
scarcity. There will be a surplus of healthy and nutritious food for people
to consume. Families in less fortunate situations can have access to the
same level of proper nutrition as those families who are financially better
off.

The project aims at reducing food insecurity, one of the main concerns for
most countries in this part of the world, by increasing production levels in
both quantity and quality by using modern farming techniques where
necessary that maximize the use of natural resources while preserving
natural habitats to allow them to replenish themselves over time.
 
2. Securing the food supply of Nigeria - which currently
imports 80% wheat and other food.:

Nigeria currently imports 80% of its wheat which will lead to negative
pressure on its economy.   Due to our revolutionizing ecosystem, Nigeria
will be self-sustained in generating the wheat of its needs. Currently, 800
hectares of land are under cultivation, with another 4 million hectares
already secured. Nigeria has millions of hectares of uncultivated land.
With the help of modern technology and training, F2E is making local
farmers more productive and helping to cultivate uncultivated land. As a
result, millions of hectares of fallow land become arable land and can
secure the country's supply of wheat. Surpluses could be exported.

3. Participation in lucrative food projects starting from 1 USD:

We are going to create an ecosystem that will provide opportunities to
everyone without any discrimination to participate in the lucrative
ecosystem with only 1$. We have minimized the lower limit to provide
opportunities to everyone. Blockchain technology will make it possible for
every person on the planet with internet access to invest in a global food
supply project securely and with minimal incidental costs. Just connect
and get started.

Problem & Solution:

WHITE PAPER
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4. positive CO2 balance - promotion of environmental protection:

Farming is helpful in eradicating environmental problems by
balancing the CO2 level and reducing greenhouse gasses. we can
use farming to save environmental problems by planting trees and
shrubs on terrains where there is no irrigation system, or using
agricultural techniques like intensive tillage or rotating crops so
that plants don't stay in the same spot for too long. 

5. Attractive returns (up to 30% p.a.) also for small investors:

We are providing a lucrative return to the investors and approximately 30%
of ROI is expected for the small investors. by investing in our project you will
get up to 30% revenue this is just a marketing forecast to clarify and
illustrate that we have the potential for a very high and profitable return.
There is currently no other project out there that can offer such an attractive
investment and it’s possible to change your life with this opportunity. Any
amount will help us reach our goal.

6. Income for farmers and their families in Nigeria

 Through the direct involvement of local farmers, training, and equipment
with modern technology, F2E makes local farms 10 times more efficient and
profitable. At the same time, it guarantees a good future for the local
farmers. F2E makes local farms 10 times more efficient and profitable. At
the same time, it guarantees good ROI. F2E is operating in NIGERIA right
now and then we are planning to expand it to other countries. over 100
cities, providing opportunities for all levels of farmers. It invites everyone to
join in this communal project for a better future. Become a farmer now and
earn with F2E!

Problem & Solution:

WHITE PAPER
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7. Easily investing and realizing profits from any point on
earth (with an internet connection) through blockchain
technology.

The blockchain is an innovative way to exchange money and find
investments. This technology has the power to revolutionize how
investors use cryptocurrencies, as well as how companies
conduct their operations. With this in mind, let's take a look at
some of the best websites for 
researching blockchain topics and finding information on
 where to invest your money.

8. Simple and attractive user interface and experience.

A graphically appealing, easy to understand and simply designed user
interface makes it possible for everyone to participate easily. The most
important thing is the user experience. If people have a hard time finding
their way around an app and don’t enjoy the application experience, they
will not use it. A simple and attractive user interface and experience are
key features in the design that are important to consider when creating an
ecosystem.

9. Transparency and control for investors over the entire
operations with the help of using blockchain technology.

 Through comprehensive tracking of the process from sowing to loading,
the investor can see what is being done with his investment, where there
is room for improvement, but also where everything already works
optimally. Every asset is recorded on the blockchain using the Farm2Earn
ecosystem; an audit trail is provided to track where the token originated.
This can assist with security and fraud prevention in exchange-related
firms and with verifying the legitimacy of the exchanged assets.

Problem & Solution:

WHITE PAPER
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10. Loss risk minimization through government purchase
guarantee.

 The government of Nigeria will guarantee the success of the
contract to stimulate investment in a country that needs to
generate jobs. It will also lead to the minimization of risk for
investors in a country where there is a lack of trust in public
institutions, a lack of many profitable businesses, and a lack of
trust that the Nigerian government will engage in resource-
intensive activities like employment generation on which this
project will be based. The guaranteed contract can reassure
investors and ensure them that there are no hidden risks.

11. Avoidance of pump and dump schemes by paying out in
USD. The token is always worth more than 1 USD:
 

Since the token is sold at 1 USD and earns 0.20 to 0.30 cents profit every
year (indefinitely), the price of a token is always higher than 1 USD. Even if
an investor would have to sell. This is what makes SEEDX so unique. No
one has to speculate on short-term profits because long-term profits are
guaranteed.

12. Avoiding hype deals in IT by earning returns with the help
of a real-world company with a going concern:

Farm2Earn has a real old economy business model behind the token. We
don't have to speculate whether the prices of the token will rise or the
technology will be adopted. In the worst case, an investor will have
doubled their investment after 5 years. In the best case, after 3.5 years.
After that, all profits are 100% return. Everything works with no maturity
limit. If you want to build a long-term, secure and passive income,
Farm2Earn is the right place for you.
 
Old and new worlds meet and something uniquely lucrative is created.
 FARM2EARN with SEEDX - your protection for the future.

Problem & Solution:

WHITE PAPER
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Tackle the food scarcity issues.
Combining 2 giant market Cryptocurrency and Food.
Deterring food tampering, fraud and false advertising.
Allowing companies to certify organic or fair-trade origins of products.
Create a real asset backed cryptocurrency  ecosystem.
Smart contracts between trading partners.
Improved product data security.
Food supply chain disintermediation.
Improved product visibility and traceability.

When it comes to food data, Our ecosystem use blockchain technology enables
traceability, security, and decentralisation.
Immutability is a property of blockchain. Transactions cannot be changed or hidden
since every change is tracked, logged, and exposed to the whole network of those
who have access to the data.
It also saves data in a distributed fashion. This implies that information is not stored
on a single server. Instead, multiple backups are stored to various nodes (computers)
so that all members may access and analyze them. we are creating produces such a
radically transparent environment that trust is fully eliminated, and no central
authority is required to mediate between parties.

The unique functions of blockchain technology are particularly helpful with:

How Our ecosystem Will transform Food industry?

WHITE PAPER
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Core Values

WHITE PAPER

The Farm2Earn ecosystem's most valuable assets are its investors and
farming community. We wondered at first if a project could flourish based on
a decentralized, community effort. Due to the power of its community
members and investors, Farm2Earn was able to become a cornerstone in the
market.

Community 

Utility

Inclusivity

Interconnectivity

In the crypto realm, we believe utility is the cornerstone of value. The
Farm2Earn platform is established on the belief that the crypto sector is
severely underutilized. We believe that utility will drive crypto adoption and
growth and that Farm2Earn will be the crypto ecosystem that people adopt
because of its utility-focused nature and food problem solving vision.

At Farm2Earn, we put inclusivity at the centre of our purpose. We think that
wealth creation should be accessible to everyone, regardless of color,
gender, or religion. Unfortunately, not everyone has money to invest.

Simply said, every component of a system interacts with and is reliant on the
others. Farm2Earn believes in building a linked system of mutual trust and
trustworthiness.
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Core Values

WHITE PAPER

Grow Express Limited

Competitive advantages

> Government insurance (NAIC) is taken out for each planting. 
(4 % premium)
This comes into play in the event of fire, lightning, explosion, 
disease, drought, storm, flood ...
4 % premium = 90% state insurance
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> founded 2017
> https://growexpress.org/
> 3 European and 4 African Shareholder
> 2022 800 hectares of leased land / option on another 99.000 hectares
> government purchase guarantees
> cooperation with state official, ministry of agriculture and NGO´s
> cooperations: www.iita.org / www.seedcouncil.gov.ng / www.ui.edu.ng
> GIZ (German Association for International Corpoartion)
> NASC (National Agricultural Seed Council)
> Blockchain traced supply chain

Insurance

>Inputs: come from local seed growers (governmental as well as
private organisations)
> Storage: in own temporary or long-term rented warehouses
Transport by local farmers to our processing plants
> Marketing: Purchase contracts guarantee that everything produced
is bought at the market price.
> We keep the food and income in Nigeria. So the goverment support
us. Companies from China and India have a different approach.They
bring most everything from their home country to Nigeria incl. the
labour. And the harvests are shipped back to their own countries.



Core Values

WHITE PAPER

Unique points of SEEDX staking
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> fixed supply of 50.000.000 token
> very low fees for buying, staking and selling
> Buyback guarantee for every SEEDX token
> garanteed APYs
> rewards payment in USDT
> SEEDX token has no seed phase (no pump and dump)
> 

buy SEEDX token
1USD fixed price stake

sell back SEEDX token
for 0.75USD fixed price

Rewards 
 in USDT

or

sell SEEDX token
on independent DEX

like Quickswap

or

sell SEEDX token
OTC for higher prices 

direct to other investors

or
stake again



Ecosystem

WHITE PAPER
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Ecosystem supported by

WHITE PAPER
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Project is supported by:

WHITE PAPER
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Ecosystem

WHITE PAPER

Staking

Eliminating
Food
scarcity

Reward Based
Ecosystem

Farm 2 Earn Polygon
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buy SEEDX token stake

Rewards distribution in
USDT

Rewards 
 in USDT

Staking

WHITE PAPER

 

Farm2Earn works on the Polygon Blockchain, working on a proof of stake consensus. 
In addition to being one of the largest crypto blockchains by trading volume, it offers
exemplary staking services. By utilizing comprehensive security methods and offering a
Secure Asset Fund for users, Farm2Earn assures that users' money is protected (SAFU). At
the time of writing, our staking technique is undoubtedly one of the safest and most
environmentally friendly ways to make passive income. The platform uses a secure wallet
and a double-checking method to stake all staked tokens.

The staking contract is written in a way that prevents inflation. When more people stake
SEEDX Token, the contract will automatically reward from day one. As more people,
especially institutional investors, recognize the crypto market's profitability and efficiency,
staking is gradually becoming a method of obtaining passive income by simply staking or
locking funds in a smart contract.

In a decentralized environment, staking a token and staking the pool is the most
convenient option. 
Stakers will receive USDT as a reward for staking SEEDX token. 
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Staking

WHITE PAPER

 

THE SEEDX Token has a fixed selling price of 1 USD and will be only sold in the dapp of
Farm2Earn.
SEEDX has a fixed maximum supply of 50.000.000
The SEEDX Token has no seed phase - so no early investors will run PUMP and DUMP.
The SEEDX Token will be listed on exchanges with order book. So people who want to
sell for higher price than 0.75 USD they can list there and sell anytime to other
investors.
EVERY SEEDX token has a rebuy-garantee through the smart contract - That means you
can always sell back your SEEDX token to a fixed price of 0.75 USD. You are secure
agains big price dumps and the volatility of the cryptomarket.

SEEDX Token will have some special fetures for more investment security and better user
experience.

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
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buy SEEDX token
1USD fixed price stake

sell back SEEDX token
for 0.75USD fixed price

Rewards 
 in USDT

or

sell SEEDX token
on independent DEX

like Quickswap

or

sell SEEDX token
OTC for higher prices 

direct to other investors

or
stake again



DeFi & Staking 

WHITE PAPER

 

We are offering staking of Defi token with maximum APY of 30%. 
The APY depends on the staking periode. 

In simple words, token staking is a form of investment where people deposit their
tokens and earn returns on their investment. You can be a part of this project as well
just like any investor by making an investment with us! You will reap benefits later in
the form of an increased value in your tokens and also through regular income.

We are offering a staking service to our community of investors that will benefit you
greatly in the future. You can be part of this project as well to earn rewards.

You can stake your tokens by our ecosystem. Once you have obtained your wallet
address, Stake your tokens to the address and you will be rewarded with profits in
return.
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Benefits of Staking
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Unlike proof of work, there is no need for specific
equipment or hardware for crypto holding. Proof
that staking works without the need for any special
equipment. The only requirement is to Stake the
SEEDX TOKENS for an interval of time by the
stakers on any linked exchange or app.

NO HARDWARE IS REQUIRED

Stakeholders earn USDT by staking and controlling
their digital wealth. The incentive for keeping is
passive income for the recipient.

PASSIVE INCOME

Scalability is a term that is frequently used in the
Blockchain ecosystem. It refers to a computational
process's potential to be used to generate in a
variability of ways. Proof of stake protocols, as
shown by SEEDX  in higher transaction outputs and
lower fees, make for greater scalability.

SCALABILITY

One of the major benefits of staking SEEDX  Token
is that it doesn't need a continuous supply of
energy to validate the Transaction. As a result, it is
environmentally friendly.

ECO-FRIENDLIER

Proof of stake blockchains are usually low-cost
and low-energy systems that don't require any
special or expensive hardware. POS is less
expensive and less harmful to the environment
than proof-of-work chains. So, the stakers can earn
more passive income by using the  Farm2Earn
platform.

MORE COST-EFFECTIVE
The biggest issue in the modern world is security
and privacy and Farm2Earn provides a swift and
stable portal that is backed by the Farm2Earn
ecosystem making him superior to others.
Farm2Earn is offering a highly secure and fast
platform to the users for staking crypto.

SECURED BY SMART CONTRACT

PASSIVE INCOMENO HARDWARE IS
REQUIRED

SCALABILITY ECO-FRIENDLIER

HIGHLY SECURED
WITH THE HELP

OF SMART
CONTRACT

MORE COST-
EFFECTIVE
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Tokenomics
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Token Detail
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SYMBOL

NAME

SEEDX

SEEDX token

Blockchain

Polygon 

50.000.000
Total Supply



VOLKER HEUSING

STEFAN ELSTERMANN
GEB. 1969
BANKER

RESPONSIBLE FOR MICROCREDITS
IN NIGERIAN AGRICULTURAL

PROJECTS

Team Detail

WHITE PAPER

ERIK SIMON
GEB. 1972

DIRECTOR IN INTERNATIONAL
COMPANIES

AGRICULTURAL ENTREPRENEUR
SINCE 6 YEARS
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GEB. 1985
COO
MBA

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATOR,
SPECIALTY

AGRICULTURE



Legal Disclaimer & Risks
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Users of the Website are solely responsible for deciding what taxes may apply to their
transactions. It is not the responsibility of the owners or authors to determine which
taxes apply to transactions.

Farm2Earn, Shareholders, or any of their respective directors, officers, trustees, partners,
agents, advisers, employees, or other representatives make no promise on the accuracy of the
information included herein.

Farm2Earn expressly limits and accepts no liability for any claim made by any person (natural
or otherwise) or entity for any damages, loss, or profits (including indirect or consequential
losses) resulting from or arising out of reliance on any information contained herein or any
circumstances giving rise to any claim, to the fullest extent permitted by law.

Investing in Token Generating Events (TGE) and other crypto-currency transactions carries
a certain amount of risk. As a result, we anticipate that you will have the financial skills,
expertise, and understanding necessary to assess the risk of and participate in our TGE.

It would be best if you undertook your evaluation of the material included in this whitepaper,
which has been created for informative purposes only. This White Paper is not a Product
Disclosure Statement or an equivalent formal registered offer document under the securities
laws of any jurisdiction. Thus, it does not contain all of the information or any independent
review from any regulatory authority that such records are required to support investment
decisions.

Before relying on or acting on any information offered, we highly advise you to conduct your
research and get independent expert financial advice. If you choose to make an investment
based on the information provided, you do so entirely at your own risk.

General Disclaimer

Limitation of Liability

Not financial advice or recommendation

Compliance with TAX Obligations
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